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How to interpret absorption and fluorescence
spectra of charge transfer states in an organic
solar cell†

Frank-Julian Kahle, a Alexander Rudnick,a Heinz Bässlerb and Anna Köhler *ab

The aim of the present work is to identify the appropriate frame-

work for analyzing photoluminescence and photocurrent (EQE)

spectra of charge transfer (CT) states in donor–acceptor blends used

as active materials for organic solar cells. It was stimulated by the

work of Vandewal et al. (J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2017, 139(4), 1699–1704)

who analyzed EQE spectra of CT states of a series of blend systems in

terms of Marcus theory assuming that, first, the spectral shape

reflects the reorganization energy of the donor upon ionization

and, second, that disorder effects are unimportant. To test this

assumption we applied gated photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy

within a temperature range from 5 to 295 K combined with EQE as

well as electroluminescence (EL) experiments on 1 : 1 Me-LPPP : PCBM

blends by weight. We find that the PL spectra are virtually tempera-

ture independent and the temporal decay of the emission features a

power law with an exponent close to �3/2 as Hong and Noolandi

predicted for distributed geminately bound electron-holes pairs. The

EL spectrum reveals a red-shift by 100 meV relative to the PL

spectrum. The results are inconsistent with both Marcus’ electron

transfer theory and the original Marcus–Levich–Jortner (MLJ) theory,

and they prove that disorder effects are crucial. Both PL and EQE

spectra can be rationalized in terms of the classic Franck–Condon

picture of electronic transitions that couple to intra-molecular vibra-

tions as well as low frequency modes of the donor–acceptor pair that

forms the CT state.

1. Introduction

Research into the spectroscopy of charge transfer (CT) states is
basically an old subject1–4 but it receives currently a renaissance.
The reason is related to the current endeavor to convert light to

electrical power using an organic solar cell (OSC). The active
material in an OSC is either a blend or a bilayer of two
components that act as electron donors and electron acceptors.
When the donor – or equivalently the acceptor – is optically
excited, there is charge transfer in whose course a pair of free
charge carriers is generated. Understanding how this process
proceeds is the subject of current research. There is firm
evidence that the process is sequential. Upon exciting the donor
(or the acceptor) phase an exciton is created that diffuses
towards the acceptor and transfers an electron. This interfacial
transfer is an ultra-fast process, completed within typically
100 fs.5–11 Meanwhile there is growing evidence that the initial
electron transfer step creates first a – more or less delocalized –
CT state at the donor–acceptor interface.12–20 To contribute to a
photocurrent, this CT state has to escape from the coulomb well
to be converted into a charge-separated state. It turns out that in
efficient OSCs this escape process is quite effective. The reason
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Conceptual insights
The generation of charges in organic solar cells occurs by the dissociation
of interfacial charge transfer (CT) states. It is therefore crucial to under-
stand the properties of these states. Spectroscopy of CT state emission
and absorption (inferred from the photocurrent) can yield pertinent
information, provided one knows how to extract it. We demonstrate that
the interpretation of CT spectra in thin films requires due consideration
of the inhomogeneously broadened density of states. If energetic disorder
is included, the spectra can be analysed in a conventional Franck–
Condon or a Marcus–Levich–Jortner type picture, with the Stokes’ shift
between the maxima of absorption and emission reflecting the reorgani-
zation energy of the donor–acceptor pair. This advances beyond the
currently applied method, where a classical Marcus-type approach is
used without consideration of the energetic inhomogeneity of the film,
and where the Stokes’ shift is associated predominantly with the intra-
molecular reorganization energy of the donor. In contrast to the classical
Marcus-type approach, our model correctly reproduces the spectra over
the entire temperature range from 5 to 300 K. Conceptually, it implies
that the CT state emission or absorption can be described as a process
dominated by quantum mechanical tunnelling rather than by strong
thermal activation.
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for this is currently heavily disputed.15,21–28 Evidently, the
dynamics of the CT state plays a crucial role. Other factors
include the magnitude of the charge carrier mobility, the
delocalization of charge carriers comprising the CT state, the
topology of interface and the entropy of the diffusive random
walk that the geminately bound electron–hole pair execute prior
to complete dissociation.

Usually the CT state at the donor–acceptor interface of an
OSC is generated by optically exciting the donor (or, equi-
valently, the acceptor) to the first singlet state. The electron in
the LUMO of the donor is then transferred to the acceptor. Since
this is an electron transfer process, it appeared straightforward
to apply Marcus’ electron transfer theory for quantitative descrip-
tion. However, Marcus theory is based on thermal equilibrium
assuming that the quantum nature of the vibrations that drive
the thermally activated transition from the precursor state to the
final state does not need to be considered explicitly. Our recent
study showed that this assumption is indeed questionable,
notably on a time scale of 100 fs that is typical for photo-
induced electron transfer in thin films of donor–acceptor
composites.5 There is growing evidence that fast electron transfer
is accomplished via quantum tunneling.

Energetically, the CT state of the donor–acceptor complex is
the lowest state in the system. It can also be generated optically
by photons below the absorption edge of either donor or
acceptor, yet the oscillator strength of such a transition is
quite low. This precludes simple absorption spectroscopy of
CT states, though more sophisticated techniques such as
photothermal deflection measurements can reveal its absorp-
tion spectrum.24,29 Similarly, the low energy tail of the action
spectrum of the photocurrent is a reflection of optical CT state
generation. It is usually manifested as weak feature, usually
of Gaussian character, in the low energy tail of the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum. In principle, a direct optical
formation of a CT state, i.e. not via an excited donor or acceptor
state, is also an electron transfer process, as is the emission of
the CT state. This led Gould et al.30 to use the Strickler–Berg
relationship to connect the intensity of the reduced emission
spectrum rPL(E) to the transfer rate for electron transfer by

rPLðEÞ ¼ PLðEÞ
E

/ V2Dm2FCðgÞ (1)

with V being the electronic coupling matrix element, Dm the
change in dipole moment when returning from the CT state
(A�D+) to a neutral donor–acceptor pair (AD), and FC(g) being
the Franck–Condon weighted density of states, that depends on
the driving force for the charge transfer reaction, g. E is the
photon energy, and the emission spectra, PL(E), are given as
photons per unit spectral energy. For the thermally averaged
Franck–Condon weighted density of states, Gould uses the
expression derived by Marcus, Jortner, Bixon and Levich,31–36

FCðgÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pllowkBT
p

X1
n¼0

e�SSn

n!
� exp � gþ llow þ n�hoð Þ2

4llowkBT

 !
;

(2)

where g = ECT � E is identified as the driving force of the
transition in terms of original Marcus rate equation, llow is the
reorganization energy associated with the low-energy phonons
due to inter-molecular vibrational motion (we shall below use lhigh

for that associated with intramolecular, high-energy modes), S and
h�o are the Huang–Rhys parameter and the vibrational quantum
energy for the high-frequency intramolecular vibrations. We refer to
eqn (2) henceforth as MLJ-equation. Gould applied eqn (1) and (2) to
analyze room temperature absorption and photoluminescence
spectra of CT complexes in various solvents using methyl-
substituted benzene as an electron donor and tetra-cyanobenzene
and tetra-cyanoanthracene as electron acceptors and found good
agreement between measured and calculated values.

This work prompted Vandewal et al. to apply a similar form-
alism to analyze OSCs with different donor materials combined
with PCBM as an acceptor that feature Gaussian tails below the
dominant absorption of both donor and acceptor.37–40 Analogous
to Gould, Vandewal used a modified Marcus expression taking an
energy dependence of the electronic transition moment M into

account, i.e. M ¼ VDm
hn
¼ VDm

E
, thus arriving at the expressions

for the reduced external quantum efficiency rEQE(E) and the
reduced emission spectra rEL(E) of the OSCs, that is,37,38

rEQEðEÞ ¼ EQEðEÞ � E / 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4plkBT
p exp � �E þ ECT þ lð Þ2

4lkBT

 !

(3a)

rELðEÞ ¼ ELðEÞ
E

/ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4plkBT
p exp � �E þ ECT � lð Þ2

4lkBT

 !
(3b)

The ‘‘reduced’’ emission spectrum is given in photons per unit
spectral energy, divided by energy, i.e. if the emission was
measured as photon per unit time per unit wavelength, it needs
to be divided by E3. The emission spectrum is taken from the
electroluminescence when the diode is operated in forward
direction, so that charge carriers are injected from the electrodes
and recombine in the diode. In theory, the reorganization energy
l here comprises both, the contribution from low-frequency and
from high-frequency phonons, so that l = llow + lhigh. Vandewal
et al. found the reorganization energy correlates linearly with the
calculated relaxation energy of a hole on the donor.

The analysis of the CT spectra according to Gould et al.
[eqn (1) + (2)] and according to Vandewal et al. [eqn (3)] differs
from the approach usually taken in the spectroscopy of thin
amorphous organic films. To describe the shape of absorption
or emission spectra, it is common to consider a Franck–Condon
progression in form of a Poisson-distribution of high-energy
vibrational modes, that is multiplied by a Gaussian linewidth
function, e.g. to account for the inhomogeneous broadening
that is characteristic for amorphous thin films. This results in
expressions such as41

PLðEÞ / ~M2½nðEÞE�3 �
X
m

Sm

m!
e�S � G � d E � E0 �m�hoð Þð Þ

(4a)
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AbsðEÞ / ~M2½nðEÞE� �
X
m

Sm

m!
e�S � G � d E � E0 þm�hoð Þð Þ;

(4b)

when it suffices to consider a dominant effective high-
frequency mode. Similar expressions exist when several high-
frequency modes need to be considered explicitly.41,42 Here,
m = 0, 1, 2,. . . denotes the number of vibrational levels con-
sidered for the high-frequency intramolecular vibration with
vibrational energy h�o. E0 is the 0–0 energy of the optical
transition. d is the Delta-function, and for the lineshape func-
tion G, a Gaussian profile is usually taken, i.e.

G ¼ exp �ðEÞ
2

2s2

� �
(5)

with s2 being the variance. The electronic transition moment M̃
is usually considered to be constant. In this representation, the
effect of low-frequency modes is usually subsumed in the
linewidth function. PL(E) and Abs(E) are given in photons
per unit energy. Here, the relaxation energy associated with
the transition is lhigh = S�h�o. n(E) is the refractive index of the
medium. To allow for facile comparison with the work of
Gould, we shall also consider the electronic transition moment
to be energy dependent in this work. Eqn (4) can then be
rewritten in a reduced form:

rPLðEÞ ¼ PLðEÞ
E

/
X
m

Sm

m!
e�S � G � d E � E0 �m�hoð Þð Þ (6a)

rAbsðEÞ ¼ AbsðEÞ � E /
X
m

Sm

m!
e�S � G � d E � E0 þm�hoð Þð Þ

(6b)

The present work has several goals. The role of CT state disorder
is receiving increasing attention in the community,43–46 and here
we aim to find out if the neglect of inhomogeneous broadening
in eqn (1)–(3) is acceptable when describing CT states in thin
donor–acceptor films. By comparison with experiment, we shall
explore whether a Marcus-type description or a description
based upon conventional molecular spectroscopy is more appro-
priate to rationalize the spectroscopy of CT states in an OSC.
Associated with this question, we will discuss the relation
between eqn (1), (2), (3) and (6) in the framework of earlier
work,30,35,41,47 and the Stokes’ shift and the reorganization
energy associated with the CT transition. The experimental
system we chose for evaluation and illustration is a blend of
the rigid conjugated polymer MeLPPP (methyl-substituted
ladder-type poly(para-phenylene)) and PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl C61
butyric acid methyl ester) (see Table 1 below). We carried out
steady state as well as time-gated fluorescence spectroscopy in
combination with photocurrent excitation spectroscopy to deter-
mine the EQE on related OSCs.

2. Experimental section

Bulk heterojunction solar cells devices using MeLPPP : PCBM
blends (1 : 1 by weight) were fabricated on structured ITO-coated

glass substrates. A 15 nm thick layer of MoO3 was used on top
of the ITO to improve hole extraction. The active blend layer
was spun from chloroform solution (15 mg ml�1) and had a
thickness of 110 nm. Finally, a 100 nm thick aluminum cathode
was evaporated. For reference, solar cells with pristine MeLPPP
(in chloroform, 7.5 mg ml�1) and PCBM layers (in chloroform,
15 mg ml�1), respectively, were fabricated accordingly. The
thickness of MeLPPP and PCBM were 60 nm and 30 nm,
respectively. The thicknesses of the active layer of the solar
cells were controlled with a Dektak (Veeco) profilometer directly
on a device. Structure formulas and relevant literature values
for the energy levels (ionisation potential Ip, electron affinity Ea,
S1 energy) of MeLPPP and PCBM are summarized in Table 1.
For ease of reference, the absorption and emission of both
compounds are shown in the ESI.†

EQE measurements were performed using a Lock-In-Amplifyer
(SR830) at a reference frequency of 130 Hz and monochromatic
illumination from a 150 W tungsten lamp (Osram). For EL
measurements, the solar cells were biased at 3 V using a Keithley
source-measure unit (SMU 237). The luminescence of the sample
was recorded by a CCD-camera (Andor iDus) coupled to a mono-
chromator (Oriel). For both EQE and EL measurements, the sample
was kept in a sample holder under vacuum at room temperature.

For time-gated emission spectroscopy, the sample was
excited at 355 nm, using the frequency-tripled output from a
Nd-YAG laser with variable pulse frequency. To record spectra
with distinct delay and integration time an intensified charged
coupled device camera from Andor was used. For exact time
correlation the iCCD camera was triggered by the laser. All
experiments were done with the sample being kept under
vacuum in a temperature controlled cryostat.

3. Results

Fig. 1a shows gated photoluminescence spectra of a Me-LPPP:PCBM
blend with zero delay and integration time of 10 ns excited at 3.49 eV
and recorded in a temperature range of 5 K to 295 K. The spectra
reveal two main features with maxima at 1.68 eV and near 1.55 eV.

Spectra recorded with a variable delay time indicate that
the higher energy feature gradually disappears (Fig. 1b). It is
straightforward to associate the 1.68 eV feature with

Table 1 Structure formulas as well as ionisation potential Ip, electron
affinity Ea and S1 energy levels for MeLPPP and PCBM

MeLPPP PCBM

EA (eV) �2.6048 �3.7049

IP (eV) �5.2048 �6.1049

S1 (eV) 2.7050 1.7551
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fluorescence from large PCBM domains that are formed during
the spin coating process based on comparison with emission
spectra from neat PCBM films (shown in the ESI,† Fig. S1).
Evidently, domains with a size that exceeds the exciton diffusion
lengths are being formed at such a high PCBM loading (Z50 wt%)
in MeLPPP. We note that the PCBM emission is still noticeable
after a delay time of 30 ns although the lifetime of C60 is known to
be around 1 ns. In the following discussion only the 1.55 eV feature
of the PL spectrum will be considered that we assign to the CT
emission of a Me-LPPP:PCBM complex. This is consistent with the
fact that the energy difference between the Ea of the acceptor and
the Ip of the donor is about 1.5 eV (cf. Table 1).

In Fig. 1c we show how the CT emission spectra, recorded
after a delay time of 90 ns, evolve as a function of temperature.
The key observation is that there is a 5-fold increase in intensity
when lowering the temperature from 295 K to 5 K while the
shape of the emission spectrum is preserved (see also Fig. S2,
ESI†). There is only a marginal hypsochromic shift of the
spectra upon cooling. The high energy wing of the spectrum
is close to a Gaussian lineshape.

Next we measured the temporal decay of the CT emission.
It turns out the decay is highly non-exponential and extends

into ms range. This is documented by Fig. 2(a and b), in which
the emissions, recorded at 295 K with a gate width of 10 ns
(at 5 K with a gate width of 500 ns) are plotted on a double
logarithmic scale. The decay follows a power law with an
exponent very close to �3/2.

Finally we measured the EQE as well as the electrolumines-
cence (EL) of the diode with a 1 : 1 blend of Me-LPPP : PCBM at
selected temperatures. The EQE spectra, shown in Fig. 3a,
reveal a broad tail with a weak shoulder below 1.7 eV that is
associated with the generation of CT states, followed by a weak
local maximum at the S1–S0 0–0 transition of PCBM at about
1.75 eV (cf. Table 1) and a smooth increase at higher photon
energies. Upon sample cooling from the 300 K to 50 K the
EQE decreases by two orders of magnitude (Fig. 3b), yet the
character of the spectra is largely retained. Normalization of
the EQE to the PCBM S1 energy (1.75 eV) identifies two small
spectral changes (Fig. 3c). First, the linewidth close to S1

increases with temperature, and second, the relative intensity
of the EQE signal at the CT energy reduces, so that the tail of S1

and the CT state merge into one indistinguishable feature.
The EL spectrum (Fig. 4a), is a superposition of the electro-

luminescence from the CT state (ELCT) and the EL-spectrum of
PCBM. By subtracting the EL-spectrum of pristine PCBM, know
from the literature,40 the ELCT spectrum can be recovered. It is
noteworthy that the ELCT spectrum is bathochromically shifted
relative to the PLCT spectrum (Fig. 4b).

4. Analysis

Before embarking on an analysis and discussion of results it
is appropriate to summarize the essential experimental facts:

Fig. 1 (a) Photoluminescence spectra of a MeLPPP:PCBM blend recorded
at different temperatures with zero delay and 10 ns gate width, normalized
to maximum intensity (b) emission spectra of a MeLPPP:PCBM blend at
room temperature with different delay times and 10 ns integration time,
normalized to about 1.55 eV (c) evolution of the emission spectrum with
temperature 90 ns after excitation. While the 5 K spectrum is normalized to
unity, all spectra show the correct relative intensity.

Fig. 2 Normalized emission intensity at (a) 295 K and (b) 50 K along with
fits following a t�3/2 power law.
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(i) upon lowering the temperature from 295 K to 5 K the
intensity of the CT emission increases by a factor of 5 while
the spectrum shifts slightly to the blue, yet it retains its spectral
shape (Fig. 1c). (ii) When cooling from 295 K to 50 K, the
EQE-decreases by two orders of magnitude while the spectral
shape is preserved (Fig. 3b). (iii) The electroluminescence
spectrum is off-set from the PL spectrum by roughly 100 meV
(Fig. 4b). (iv). The decay of the optically generated CT spectrum
features a power law and extends into the ms range (Fig. 2).

We shall first argue that there is not a single, well-defined
CT state, but rather a broad distribution of them that gives rise
to significant energetic disorder.46 In general, OSCs are made of
disordered materials as evidenced by the inhomogeneous
broadening of the absorption and photoluminescence spectra
of the singlet excited states. Likewise, charge transport occurs
via incoherent hopping among energetically disordered chromo-
phores or conjugated segments of a polymer chain. Therefore,
CT spectra are likely to be affected by disorder.43,46 There are two
features in the experimental data that testify to it.

First, the CT-emission decays in power law fashion rather
than exponentially (Fig. 2). This is firm evidence that there is a
broad distribution of states that have their own transition rates

and emission energies. The observation that the CT decay
follows a power law with an exponent of �3/2 up to a micro-
second is suggestive of geminate recombination as has been
described by Hong and Noolandi.52 In their original work these
authors calculated how an electron–hole pair within its
Coulomb capture radius recombines with constant, tempera-
ture dependent, diffusivity, and they found that the recombina-
tion rate follows a power law with exponent �3/2. Later on they
extended their formalism by including the possibility that the
recombination event is a tunneling process that does not
require thermal activation, yet the functional dependences
are the same.53 It is a straightforward conjecture that this
formalism can explain the observed non-exponential decay of
optically generated CT states evidenced in Fig. 2. Since donor
and acceptor moieties are distributed in energy it is likely that
CT states also form a distribution. It is also likely that the hole
that has been transferred from an excited PCBM molecule can
make another jump to a nearby but energetically lower state at
the expense of electron–hole separation. Considering that the
recombination of the pair depends exponentially on their
distance this gives rise to a broad distribution of recombination
rates and the premises for the Hong–Noolandi formalism are
fulfilled.

Second, the observation that the EL spectrum is red-shifted
relative to the PL spectrum of CT states is also a signature of the

Fig. 3 (a) External quantum efficiency of MeLPPP : PCBM (1 : 1) bulk het-
erojunction devices measured at 300 K over the whole VIS-range down to
the sub-bandgap region below 1.7 eV. (b) Temperature dependent EQE for
MeLPPP : PCBM (1 : 1 by weight) blends in the range from room tempera-
ture (300 K) to 50 K, shown for the red spectral range. (c) EQE Spectra
normalized to the S1 transition peak of PCBM at about 1.76 eV.

Fig. 4 (a) Electroluminescence spectra of MeLPPP : PCBM (1 : 1 by weight,
black solid line) and pristine PCBM (black dashed line). The difference of
the two spectra corresponds to the CT emission (blue solid line). The
spectra of pristine PCBM was reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 2009, 131(33), 11819–11824 Copyright (2009) American Chemical
Society. (b) Comparison of electroluminescence (blue) and photolumines-
cence spectra (red) of the CT-state in MeLPPP : PCBM (1 : 1 by weight),
measured at room temperature.
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importance of disorder. If one generates an exciton or a charge
carrier in a bulk organic solid in which the distribution of sites
is inhomogeneously broadened, it will execute a random walk
and thereby, on average, jump to lower states of the distribu-
tion. Such a spectral relaxation of an exciton is amenable by
time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. In an EL experiment,
the recombining electrons and holes are injected from the
electrodes, and thus experience a long journey until their decay
during which significant energetic relaxation in the DOS
occurs. However, when a CT state is generated by direct optical
excitation, electron and hole are correlated. In addition, the
transition dipole moment and overlap integral, controlling the
rate of energy transfer, are low. Thus, spectral diffusion is
greatly reduced. Accordingly, EL spectra are red-shifted relative
to PL spectra of CT states, and this redshift is a signature of the
broadened DOS. This implies, by the way, that the Stokes shift
between absorption and EL emission includes a contribution
from spectral relaxation.54–56

Having confirmed that the CT states form a broad DOS, we
now proceed to analyze the spectra in terms of the classic
Franck–Condon picture. In this concept, absorption and
fluorescence spectra of a chromophore are vibronic progressions
of high-frequency intramolecular modes built on a resonant 0–0
origin. The coupling strength is controlled by a Huang–Rhys
factor S. In rigid chromophores S is usually o1. In this case, the
0–0 transitions in absorption and emission are the dominant
spectral features, and they are resonant. If the chromophore is
embedded in a solid or liquid environment both, absorption and
emission, experience a bathochromic shift because the excited
state polarizes its environment. If the environment is non-
crystalline, the inter-molecular distances, and concomitantly
the polarization energies, vary randomly, and this effect leads
to inhomogeneous line broadening and an associated Gaussian
lineshape.42 Nevertheless, the 0–0 features in absorption and
emission remain being resonant provided that S r 1 and that
there is no spectral diffusion, e.g. due to energy transfer. In a
condensed medium, such as a thin film, there is an additional
coupling of the excited state to low energy modes of the
molecular environment, i.e. phonons. As a consequence, each
vibronic (high-frequency) transition carries a so-called phonon
wing. This wing can be described by a Poisson distribution
characterized by Huang–Rhys factor Slow and an average
(low-frequency) phonon energy h�olow. If Slow 4 2, the maxima
of the 0–0 transition are no longer resonant as evidenced by the
appearance of a Stokes shift.57 For large values of Slow, e.g. Slow \ 4
the Poisson distribution merges into a Gaussian distribution
(cf. ESI,† Fig. S3). In consequence, a Gaussian lineshape results
that adds to the Gaussian linewidth obtained by the inhomo-
geneous broadening.

The reduced EQE spectrum (Fig. 5a), plotted on a logarithmic
scale, is composed of a Gaussian low energy tail and a strong
feature that is associated with S1–S0 0–0 transition of PCBM. The
width of the PCBM feature decreases upon sample cooling which
facilitates spectral deconvolution (Fig. 3c). For this reason and
since at lower temperatures thermal broadening plays a lesser
role, we present an analysis of the reduced PL and EQE spectra

recorded at 90 K. At that temperature, the origin of the PCBM
feature is at 1.77 eV with a standard deviation of 20 meV. The rPL
spectra of the CT state show a Gaussian high energy edge
followed by a low energy tail that we interpret as a vibrational
overtone (Fig. 5b). In the rEQE spectra, the vibrational overtone
cannot be differentiated from those pertaining to the S1 state of
the PCBM.

We therefore analyze the rEQE and rPL spectra with eqn (6)
for only the 0–0 and, in the case of the rPL, also the 0–1 peak,
i.e. m = 0 to 1. As already mentioned, the Gaussian linewidth
function G usually includes contributions from both, the
inhomogeneous line broadening as well as the low-frequency
phonon wing. Here, we wish to explicitly differentiate between
the two contributions. Focusing first only on the 0–0 transition
of the CT state (m = 0), we thus use the product of the Poisson
distribution for the low-frequency intermolecular modes with
the Gaussian lineshape function of variance s2 characterizing
the inhomogeneous broadening to fit the 0–0 peak. This corre-
sponds to using eqn (6) with S = Slow and o = olow (and m = 0).

To fit both, rEQE and rPL, E0 = ECT is determined by the
intersection of the rEQE and rPL spectra. It may, at first, seem
that with 3 parameters, Slow, h�olow and s, the problem is

Fig. 5 (a) Reduced EQE spectrum at 100 K (black squares), together with a
Franck–Condon fit to the CT state at about 1.61 eV (blue solid line) and a
Gaussian fit to the PCBM S1 state at about 1.75 eV (green dashed line). (b)
Reduced Photoluminescence at 90 K (grey squares) along with a Franck–
Condon fit (black line) as described in the text. The 0–0 and 0–1 vibronic
overtones are indicated by red solid and dashed lines, respectively (c)
Reduced EL spectrum (orange dots). The FC fit to the CT state from the
EQE is also indicated in parts (b and c) for ease of comparison.
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overparametrized. However, the high energy tail of the rPL (the
low energy tail of the rEQE) needs to be reproduced, thus
determining the inhomogeneous broadening captured in s2,
and the maxima of rEQE and rPL are at fixed positions, which
defines combination of Slow and h�olow. (We recall that any
contribution to the PL at energies above the 0–0 transition can
only arise from inhomogeneous broadening and not from a
phonon wing that, by definition, is below the 0–0 transition.)

The rPL spectrum can be reproduced by invoking a 0–0
feature of the CT transition at ECT = 1.62 eV and an inhomo-
geneous broadening (standard deviation s) of 67 meV. The
coupling to low-frequency phonons can be expressed, e.g., by
considering 10 meV phonons with a Huang Rhys factor of
Slow = 4.0, corresponding to a reorganization energy of llow =
Slow�h�olow = 40 meV. Equally good fits can be obtained by
considering phonons of a lower or higher energy, with corre-
spondingly higher or lower Huang–Rhys parameter (in the
range of S = 3–7), as long as the reorganization energy is kept
at 40 meV.‡ The peaks pertaining to rPL and rEQE are not fully
mirror-symmetric but differ slightly. However, the pertinent
parameters to fit the rEQE are kept at a s of 67 meV, and
a ECT of 1.62 eV. For the rEQE, a reorganization energy of llow =
60 meV results, e.g. obtained by Slow = 4 and h�olow = 15 meV.
The sum of both reorganization energies is 40 meV + 60 meV =
100 meV. This is the observed Stokes’ shift. The parameters
used for the fits of rEQE and rPL are summarized in Table 2.

We can now continue to also include the first vibrational
overtone observed in the PL. The easiest way to do this is to
shift the obtained rPL fit by an effective high frequency mode,
here h�ohigh = 165 meV, multiply it by an appropriate high-
frequency Huang–Rhys factor, here Shigh = 0.58, and add the
two peaks (0–0 and 0–1). The excellent match of the fit to the
experimental data is shown in Fig. 5b. Mathematically, this is
equivalent to performing one multi-mode fit, taking both
modes into account simultaneously, according to41

rPLðEÞ ¼ PLðEÞ
E

/
X
mi

Y
i

Smi

mi!
e�Si � G � d E � E0 �

X
i

mi�hoi

 ! !

(7)

with i ranging from 0 to 1 in our case, as detailed in the ESI†
(cf. Fig. S4), and the two modes being h�o0 = 10 meV and
h�o1 = 165 meV.

We can summarize the result of our analysis as follows. The
rPL and rEQE of the CT state can be modelled as a Franck–
Condon progression with a 0–0 transition at ECT = 1.62 eV. It is
characterized by an inhomogenous broadening of 67 meV.

The Stokes’ shift of 100 meV between the peaks of CT emission
and rEQE arises only due to low-frequency phonon modes. The
asymmetry between the CT part of the rEQE and the rPL results
in a higher reorganization energy for the CT state D+A� than for
the associated ground state pair DA. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.
It implies a steeper curve of the potential energy for D+A� than
for DA, in agreement with the intuitive notion that there should
be a stronger bonding, i.e. force constant k, for the ionic pair
where coulomb forces prevail than for the neutral pair that is
only held together by van der Waals forces. We suggest that
the low-frequency modes be predominantly of inter-molecular
nature. The transfer of an electron from donor to acceptor
creates an inter-molecular coulomb attraction that is likely to
couple strongly to inter-molecular motion. Moreover, coupling
of the rigid MeLPPP or the fullerene to low-frequency torsional
or librational modes can only be weak due to their geometric
constraints.

The above analysis is consistent with all experimentally
observed features. In Fig. 1, we noticed a surprisingly long-
lived fluorescence from PCBM that still prevails after 30 ns at
room temperature, and concomitantly, the CT emission
increases upon cooling by a factor of 5. Given the moderately
small energy difference between the 0–0 peaks of the CT state
(1.62 meV) and that of the PCBM S1 state (1.77 meV) of
150 meV, the part of PCBM emission that we still observe at
30 ns after excitation is likely to arise from thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF), and this is also the most likely
non-radiative decay channel of the CT state that is frozen out
upon cooling. The power-law decay with exponent �3/2 we
reported in Fig. 2 testifies to the existence of a broad DOS of CT
states. Our analysis shows that the CT DOS (s = 67 meV) is about
3.5 times as broad as that of the S1 state of PCBM (s = 20 meV).
This broad CT DOS is fully consistent with the observed energy
difference between EL and PL (Fig. 4b), as detailed above. The
fact that the EQE of the diode decreases strongly upon cooling as
documented by Fig. 3b can be understood by considering that
the EQE is the product of the probability for creating a CT state,
the probability that it dissociates into a pair of free charge

Table 2 Parameter set used in the fits to rEQE and rPL spectra at 90 K
according to eqn (6)

ECT (eV) s (meV) llow (meV) Slow h�o (meV)

rEQE 1.62 67 60 4 15
rPL 1.62 67 40 4 10

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the energy surface of S0 and CT state. The
general configuration coordinate reflects mostly the distance and orienta-
tion between donor and acceptor. Note the steeper potential and thus
higher vibrational frequencies in the excited state.
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carriers, and the probability that these free carriers are extracted
at the electrode. From earlier work we know that the dissociation
probability of the MeLPPP-fullerene CT state under short-circuit
conditions depends only weakly on temperature.58 This is
because the degree of delocalization of the hole on the con-
jugated polymer of Me-LPPP is large, which substantially
reduces the binding energy of the CT state with fullerenes.58

The probability for charge extraction is controlled by the
mobility of the charge carriers, which has a strong dependence
on temperature.25,59,60 Thus, the overall decrease of the EQE
reflects mostly the charge transport properties of the film. The
subtle change in shape of the EQE reflects mostly the increase
in inhomogeneous line broadening for the S0–S1 transition of
the PCBM with temperature.

5. Discussion

It appears appropriate to briefly comment on the results of the
analysis of the rEQE that Vandewal et al. carried out on a series
of donor–acceptor systems with C60 as an acceptor.39 Using the
Marcus-formalism [eqn (3)], they identified the standard devia-
tion of the Gaussian tail of the reduced EQE spectrum with the
structural relaxation of the CT state thus ignoring inhomo-
geneous spectral broadening. They suggest (i) that the most
important contributor to the line-shape be low-frequency intra-
molecular vibrations and that static disorder played no role,
and (ii) that these vibrations be thermally activated, so that the
lineshape be reasonably well described in terms of a Marcus-
type expression. In their definition, ‘‘low-frequency’’ reaches up

to 125 meV, which differs from the range e.g. Jortner35 refers to
as ‘‘low-frequency’’, which is up to about 10 meV. Moreover,
they compared the inferred reorganization energy with that of
the donor upon ionization thus arguing (iii) that the EQE
spectrum is an experimental probe of this intramolecular
reorganization energy.

In certain cases, it can indeed be useful to consider the
optical excitation as a charge-transfer reaction,30,61 and this
approach, cast into eqn (1) by Gould, is undoubtedly valid.
However, we question whether the use of a classical Marcus
expression [eqn (3)] is appropriate, and whether the neglect of
inhomogeneous broadening can be justified, and we doubt to
the direct association of the Stokes’ shift with a reorganization
energy that mostly reflects the intramolecular reorganization
energy of the donor cation.

We first point out that the observations presented in Fig. 2
and 4 cannot be accounted for when presuming a single
CT-state energy without energetic disorder. Moreover, when
using the rEL instead of the rPL to obtain a simultaneous fit of
reduced emission and reduced EQE, a different Stokes’ shift is
obtained, which would suggest a different reorganization energy,
depending on the mode of excitation, which is unphysical. When
using the rPL spectra, the Gaussian shape of the 0–0 peak at
room temperature can readily be reproduced using the classical
Marcus expression of eqn (3), which is also a Gaussian function,
albeit with ECT = 1.71 and l = 160 meV at 295 K, as shown in
Fig. 7a. However, neither the low-energy tail of the rPL nor the
experimental rEQE are reproduced. Rather, the fit suggests the
absorption of the CT state to peak at an energy above the S1

energy of PCBM, which is also unphysical. More important,

Fig. 7 (a) Reduced PL and EQE recorded at (a) 295 K and (b) 90 K (squares), along with a fit (blue solid lines) to the rPL according to the Marcus model, i.e.
eqn (3b). The concomitant resulting curve for the rEQE (blue curve) according to eqn (3a) is also shown. The fit parameters are at ECT = 1.71 (1.74) meV
and l = 160 meV at 295 K (90 K). (c) Comparison of the rPL data at 295 K, 90 K and 5 K (solid lines) with the spectra calculated (dashed lines) according to
Marcus’ theory [eqn (3)] at corresponding temperatures. (d) Spectra calculated according to Marcus theory [eqn (3)] over a temperature range from 295 K
down to 5 K.
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however, is that the temperature evolution of the rPL spectra of
Fig. 1c cannot be rendered correctly in the classical Marcus
framework of eqn (3). When reducing the temperature, eqn (3)
predicts a narrowing of the Gaussian shape that is not observed
experimentally, as evident in Fig. 7b. Fig. 7c compares the
intensity-normalized rPL spectra with the fit to eqn (3) for different
temperatures. In the same way, the shape of the EQE around the
CT transition hardly narrows upon cooling (Fig. 3 and 7b), and is
thus not compatible with the Marcus-type description.

To understand why the classical Marcus expression falls
short here, it is worthwhile reconsidering eqn (1). As Jortner
pointed out some time ago,35 the Franck–Condon-weighted
density of states, FC(g), can be evaluated for different limiting
cases, such as at low, intermediate and high temperature,
where the thermal energy is compared to the energy of the
vibrational modes involved. The classical Marcus expression
that is used for eqn (3), with l = llow + lhigh, presumes that the
thermal energy be large compared to both low-frequency and
high-frequency phonons, i.e. kBT c h�o. For MeLPPP and
PCBM, the dominant high-frequency mode is associated with
the CC stretching motion and is around 160 meV. The highest
temperature, at which the measurements are carried out, is room
temperature, where kBT is about 25 meV. Thus, the requirements
for the classic case are not fullfilled. kBT is even smaller than the
‘‘low-frequency’’ cut-off of 125 meV of Vandewal et al.

In his evaluation of CT-states, Gould used the MLJ-expression
to account for FC(g). This is the intermediate case, where
the thermal energy is large compared to the low-frequency
modes, yet small compared to the high-frequency modes,
h�olow { kBT { h�o. Given that for organic thin films, low
frequency modes usually range from about 1–10 meV,35 and
high-frequency ones from about 50–300 meV, this appears to be
the appropriate range for a description at room temperature. To
test whether this works, we have fitted the PL and EQE using
the MLJ expression, multiplied with a Gaussian lineshape
function of standard deviation s to account for inhomogeneous
broadening. The pertinent expression is thus

rEQEðEÞ ¼ EQEðEÞ � E

/
X1
n¼0

e�SSn

n!
� exp � ECT � E þ llow þ n�hoð Þ2

4llowkBT þ 2s2

 ! !

(8a)

rPLðEÞ ¼ PLðEÞ
E

/
X1
n¼0

e�SSn

n!
� exp � ECT � E � llow � n�hoð Þ2

4llowkBT þ 2s2

 ! !

(8b)

To illustrate the effect of disorder we performed fits both with
and without considering disorder in eqn (8). Fig. 8 displays
exemplary rPL spectra recorded at three different temperatures,
i.e. 295 K, 90 K and 5 K. They are compared to fits once
according to eqn (7) (‘‘FC-Fits’’) and once according to eqn (8)
(‘‘MLJ-Fits’’). The fit-parameters are summarized in Table 3.

Fig. 8 shows that the FC-Fits reproduce the experimental data well
at all temperatures. An equally good reproduction is obtained for
the MLJ-fits, when disorder is taken into account. However, the
MLJ-equation without disorder cannot reproduce the lineshape of
the rPL, neither at room temperature and especially not at lower
temperature, where the associated linewidth narrows to an extend
that is not compatible with experiment. Similarly, good fits
according to eqn (8a) are obtained for the same parameters with
respect to the rEQE, as illustrated in the ESI† (cf. Fig. S5), when
disorder is taken into account, yet not without it.

What do we learn from this? Evidently, a FC-Fit and a
MLJ-Fit work equally well, as long as inhomogeneous line
broadening due to energetic disorder is taken into account.
In fact, the large degree of disorder (s = 65 meV) compared to
the reorganization energy of the low-frequency phonons
(40 meV) makes it impossible to differentiate between two fits.

Formally, at very low temperatures where kBT { h�olow,
according to Jortner’s work it would be necessary to use a
different expression for the Franck–Condon-weighted density
of states instead of eqn (2) or (8). It is

FCðgÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

e�Slow � S
kðnÞ
low

kðnÞ! � e�SSn

n!
(9)

with a certain relation between k and n as detailed in ref. 35.
It is easy to see that, when incorporating inhomogeneous line

Fig. 8 Comparison of Franck–Condon-Fit (red line) and MLJ-Fit with
(solid blue line) and without (dashed blue line) inhomogeneous broadening
due to disorder for 295 K, 90 K and 5 K. Open symbols represent the
measured data at distinct temperature. The parameters used in the fits are
mentioned in the text.
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broadening into this and truncating the sum over n in eqn (9) at
n = 1, one arrives at the same expression for FC(g) as was used
in eqn (7), or equivalently at the procedure we adopted in
eqn (6) and the accompanying text. Thus, eqn (9), combined
with eqn (1), is evidently the expression that reproduces the line
shape and temperature dependence of the CT state emission
and absorption from 5 to 300 K. As Jortner points out, eqn (9)
‘‘corresponds to temperature independent nuclear tunneling
between the zero point of the nuclear configuration of the
initial state to the vibronic states of the final nuclear surface,
which are nearly degenerate with it’’. Poignantly, this is exactly
the case described by the common evaluation of the Franck–
Condon overlap integral, from which the common Franck–
Condon analysis derives, and implies that electron transfer
can be consistently described by a tunneling process. With
increasing temperature, e.g. above about 100 K, the evaluation
of the Franck–Condon-weighted density of states then results in
eqn (2), where some (small) thermal activation of the transfer
by low-frequency photons is included. In practice, however, the
broad DOS removes any distinction between the two modes of
transfer.

6. Conclusion

Thus, in summary we find that the lineshape of the CT state, in
PL and EQE, is determined by the effects of static disorder and
low-frequency vibrations by about equal contributions. Van-
dewal et al. attribute the modes involved in the reorganization
process entirely to an intramolecular origin. We question this
and suggest that the transfer of a charge, that changes a
neutral DA pair into a charged D+A� pair, is likely to couple
strongly to inter-molecular vibrations, so that the low-
frequency reorganization energy is predominantly an inter-
molecular quantity that reflects the structural displacement
between donor and acceptor upon excitation like in an
excimer state. Even so, Vandewal et al. have convincingly
shown that the Gaussian linewidth, and thus the Stokes’shift,
correlate linearly with the reorganization energy calculated for
the formation of the donor cation. It is conceivable that this
correlation is accidental. We suspect that the static disorder,
which contributes to about half of the Gaussian linewidth,
may actually correlate with the flexibility or rigidity of the
chromophores. For a satisfying description of the CT state
spectra, we found that the inclusion of static disorder is
essential. As already noted by Burke et al., the neglect of
disorder in the treatment of CT states leads to values that
implicitly contain a contribution from disorder, and the

associated values for l, ECT and the Stokes’ shift need to
be viewed with some caution, keeping this implication in
mind.46,62 With disorder included, the spectra may be mod-
elled using a MLJ-based or a FC-based fit [eqn (8) or (7),
respectively]. In our interpretation, the resulting Stokes’ shift
gives the reorganization energy associated with low-frequency
phonons.
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